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4.1.1. Draw the three (3) architectural style or orders. (Doric, Ionic, Co...

 

Draw the three (3) architectural style or orders. (Doric, Ionic, Corinthian)

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

NO CHOICES GIVEN

NO CHOICES GIVEN

NO CHOICES GIVEN

NO CHOICES GIVEN
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Draw the three 3 architectural style or Edgar Delgado ART REVIEWER

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-draw-the-three-3-architectural-style-or-edgar-delgado-art-rev?pdf=1505
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4.1.2. Which of the following is the meaning of Hagia Sophia?

 

Which of the following is the meaning of Hagia Sophia?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Colosseum

Holy Wisdom

Parthenon

Mastaba
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4.1.3. What is the characteristic of Egyptian architecture?

 

What is the characteristic of Egyptian architecture?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The structure has thick sloping walls with few openings to obtain stability

Symbolisms were heavily used

Relief compositions were arranged in horizontal lines

Empty space were filled with figures and hieroglyphics
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4.1.4. Why do stained glass windows created?

 

Why do stained glass windows created?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

To show different colors

To transform the vast stone interiors with warm and glowing colors and to instruct Christians in their faith

To make churches looks beautiful

All of the above
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4.1.5. It is one of the three megalith structure that come from the expres...

 

It is one of the three megalith structure that come from the expression taol maen which means “table stone.”

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Lithos

Cromlech

Dolmens

Menhir
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4.1.6. What is the reason why paintings from the pre-historic era were fou...

 

What is the reason why paintings from the pre-historic era were found inside the caves?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

It is their way of communicating from each other

To it from other people

To preserve their paintings

To serve as their remembrance
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4.1.7. Which is the correct sequence of period/era?

I. Classical Art			II...

 

Which is the correct sequence of period/era?

 
I. Classical Art			II. Medieval Art		III. Ancient Art

 
Please choose only one answer: 

II, III, I

I, II, III

III, I, II

II, I, III
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4.1.8. Which of the following is a not types of megalith stones?

 

Which of the following is a not types of megalith stones?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mastaba

Cromlech

Dolmens

Menhir
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4.1.9. The following are the most common materials used for sculptures dur...

 

The following are the most common materials used for sculptures during the Egyptian Era except:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Wood

Ivory

Clay

Stones
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4.1.10. What is an art process where an image is created using assemblage o...

 

What is an art process where an image is created using assemblage of small pieces of colored glass, stones, or

other materials?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Stained glass

Drawing

Collage

Mosaic
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4.1.11. Which of the following paintings emphasizes the importance of life ...

 

Which of the following paintings emphasizes the importance of life after death and the preservation of knowledge

of the past?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Gothic Era

Pre-Historic Era

Ancient Egypt

Classical Greek Era
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